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Introduction
The need to process and analyze the overwhelming flow of data, due to the rise of social 
media, Internet of Things (IoT) and multimedia, has motivated the study and develop-
ment of parallel data processing systems able to deal with them. However, the develop-
ment of tools and technologies to efficiently process and share such data still poses open 
issues [19, 30]. In particular, MapReduce frameworks, like Hadoop [1] and Spark [2], rely 
on a programming paradigm that works with datasets divided into independent chunks, 
or splits. The main underlying assumption is that splits can be processed in parallel to 
produce partial results, which are combined from time to time, until the final result is 
obtained. Such an approach has been originally developed for bulk analysis, i.e., analy-
sis that involves all the records, considering that the processing time for each record is 
approximately similar. This translates into a default partitioning technique that considers 
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only the amount of bytes as splitting criteria: records are placed inside the same split 
until a predefined byte threshold is reached, without inspecting its actual content.

In recent years, different specialized processing tools have been developed starting 
from these general purpose systems. An example is SpatialHadoop [17], which extends 
Hadoop by adding spatial operations and analysis, with queries based on data attributes, 
like time intervals or spatial regions [11, 25]. These queries are usually selective, i.e., they 
work on a portion of the data. A simple partitioning based solely on the size of the split 
may not be efficient, because it does not take into account the correlation of data.

Consider for instance an application scenario related to the tourism, with a dataset 
that contains the visits of tourists at different Points of Interests (PoIs). The tourists have 
a city pass which they swipe at the entrance of a PoI. Each swipe contains the identifier 
of the city pass, the name and location (coordinates) of the visited PoI, together with an 
entrance timestamp. If someone wants to analyze the dataset from a global point of view, 
e.g. to determine tourism trends, she can compose queries by considering the timestamp 
(How many tourists have been there in a specific day?), or the space (How many times 
has a specific PoI been visited?), or PoI type (Are modern-art museums preferred to sci-
ence museums?). Complex queries may also combine different dimensions (How many 
tourists visited a specific PoI in a specific hour?) or types of analysis (Which are the PoIs 
close to my current location? What can I visit in a one-day trip?). In the above query 
examples, the analysis is based on some selective predicates: if the partitioning tech-
nique is able to help in pruning unnecessary data as soon as possible, the overall perfor-
mance would increase, since it would be possible to balance the amount of parallel work.

In this paper, we use the term context of analysis to identify the set of dimensions 
(attributes) used to analyze a dataset. Our aim is to design a context-based partition-
ing technique [26] which tries to produce splits containing only context-related [12] 
records. Indeed, it has been recognized that the notion of context can be used to extract 
and present the relevant chunks of knowledge, thus allowing for information focusing 
and reduction [13]. The main aim is to implement a partitioning technique that, given 
a query based on the context attributes, is able to prune away uninteresting data with-
out processing them. “Motivating example” section illustrates an example in which the 
use of such technique will significantly improve the performances of analysis operations. 
Clearly the selection of the context for the analysis, i.e., the identification of the attrib-
utes of interest, is a challenging task, which may have a great impact on the partitioning 
result and on the performances of the analysis. A possibile solution is based on the fact 
that some analysis are more frequent than others: by mining frequent attributes men-
tioned in logs of past queries, along with the knowledge of the target scenario, one can 
infer the most useful context. Once the context of analysis has been identified, another 
important issue is the identification of the boundaries of each k-dimensional split, i.e., 
the way data have to be grouped with respect to each contextual dimension. As dis-
cussed in “Related work” section, available techniques usually rely on a uniform space 
partition. However, this choice could be harmful in the case of context dimensions not 
uniformly distributed. Some task may end up with little or no work, while others could 
be overloaded [9, 10], which affect the benefits of a parallel computation.

The contribution of this paper is the definition of a context-based multi-dimensional 
partitioning technique, called CoPart, that, given a dataset D and a set of k contextual 
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dimensions relevant for the analysis, is able to produce the most appropriate partition 
of D. The resulting splits not only contain context-related records, but they are also bal-
anced, since during the partitioning the distribution of data related to each contextual 
dimension inside D is considered.

In evaluating our solution, we start from the tourism scenario described above, i.e., a 
real-world dataset containing the swipes of a city pass of an Italian city. Such a scenario 
is characterized by recurrent queries performing the same type of analysis, and the par-
titioned dataset is stored permanently on a distributed filesystem (e.g., on HDFS). The 
solution can be easily adapted to a dynamic scenario, where the dataset is kept in-mem-
ory (e.g., Spark), and repartitioned using a different context based on the current set of 
queries. In our experiments, we compare the partitioning produced by CoPart with the 
default one produced by Hadoop (baseline) and another technique available in literature. 
Such comparison is performed in two ways: (1) by defining and using some meaning-
ful quality metrics, and (2) by collecting some experimental results on range queries. 
The results show that CoPart is able to provide better performances w.r.t. existing tech-
niques considering both criteria.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: “Preliminaries” section intro-
duces some basic notions that are useful for understanding the paper contribution, 
“Approaches to context-based partitioning” section discusses in details the ideas under-
ling the proposed partitioning technique, “CoPart partitioning technique” section pre-
sents the CoPart partitioning technique, “Case study evaluation” section illustrates 
some experimental results confirming the goodness of the proposed approach w.r.t. 
other existing techniques. Finally, “Related work” section discusses some related work 
and “Conclusion” section summarizes the obtained results and proposes some future 
work.

Motivating example

Let us consider the tourist scenario described in “Introduction” section and its dataset 
D, whose records have the following structure: 〈timestamp, latitude, longitude, cardId,

〈timestamp, latitude, longitude, cardId, poiName, touristAge〉.

Assuming that records are added to the dataset in a chronological order, as depicted in 
Fig. 1, when we apply the default partitioning technique available in Hadoop, we essen-
tially subdivide the original file into n parts: scanning sequentially this file, records are 
placed inside the same split until a given threshold in bytes is reached (see Fig. 1). In the 
tourist scenario what we obtain is that each split contains contiguous records in terms of 
temporal attribute, but with very different values for all the other attributes. If we need 
to determine the average age of the tourists visiting the Arena, we need to process all 
the splits to identify the involved records and perform some operations on them, even 
if only 2 splits actually contain data related to Arena. Clearly, this is a toy example, but 
in real senario involving big datasets, where the number of splits exceeds the number of 
available nodes, the possibility of reducing the number of splits to be considered through 
a pruning technique, allows to reduce the number of sequential runs that have to be 
performed.

Moreover, since the number of records in each split related to the Arena could be 
very different, i.e. some splits can contain a huge amount of them (i.e.,  split3), while 
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other can contain very few of them (i.e.,  split1), we obtain that the two instantiated 
map tasks will have a very different work to do. Indeed, each parallel task has not only 
to scan all the records in the split, but has to perform a more or less complex com-
putation on those of interest. Since in a parallel computation, the overall duration is 
given by the duration of the slower task, for improving the global performance it is 
necessary to prevent the presence of slower tasks, namely to balance the amount of 
work to be done by each of them [23].

Preliminaries
In this section we provide a set of preliminary definitions as formalization of the con-
text-aware partitioning problem. We start with the notion of dataset schema, from 
which a context of interest can be isolated.

Definition 1 (Dataset) A dataset schema S = �a1, . . . , am〉 is a list of attributes, each 
one belonging to a particular domain, denoted as �(ai) . A dataset D = {r1, . . . , rn} over 
a schema S is a collection of records ri = �vi1 , . . . , vim〉 , where ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} vij ∈ �(aj).

Let us consider the dataset D mentioned in “Motivating example” section which 
contains the visits of tourists at different Points of Interest (PoIs). The dataset 
D is characterized by the following schema S = �timestamp, latitude, longitude, 
cardId, poiName, touristAge〉 , where timestamp and age are integers, while latitude 
and longitude are real values, and finally cardId and poiName are strings.

Given a record r, its component values are denoted with the following notation: 
ri[aj] = vij and ri[aj , ak ] = �vij , vik � . The component values of ri on a subset Sk ⊆ S 
of the schema S can be specified without listing all the attributes, i.e. as ri[Sk ] . For 
instance, in the considered case ri[age] is the age value for the record ri , while 
ri[latitude, longitude] is a pair containing the values of latitude and longitude in ri.

Fig. 1 Example of the default partitioning performed by Hadoop-like systems
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Definition 2 (Context) Given a dataset D over a schema S = �a1, . . . , am� , a context of 
analysis is a subset of the attributes in S:

Each attribute composing the context of analysis is also referred to as dimension of 
analysis. In a similar way a context defines a k-dimensional space on which the dataset 
records are distributed.

With reference to the motivating example, different contexts of analysis can be 
defined, for instance in order to determine tourism trends we can identify a context 
C1 = {timestamp} referring only to the entrance timestamp, or we can consider space 
and time together C2 = { timestamp, latitude, longitude} , or in general we can con-
sider complex contexts of analysis composed of many dimensions.

Given a dataset D, a generic partitioning operation produces a division of its records 
into a set of splits.

Definition 3 (Partitioning) Given a dataset D = {r1, . . . , rn} , a partitioning P is a col-
lection of subsets of D:

Each subset pi is called split.

Given a context C = {c1, . . . , ck} defining a k-dimensional space, each record rj inside 
a split pi can be considered a k-dimensional point ptj = (rj1 , . . . , rjk ) . Therefore, a split 
pi could be intended as a set of k-dimensional points. Moreover, pi covers a portion 
of the k-dimensional space defined by C, such portion of space is called k-dimensional 
region defined by pi . This region can be manipulated by means of the classical spatial 
operations and the topological relations defined by the Point-set topology [15] can be 
applied to it.

In order to clarify this concept, take for instance a context C = 
{timestamp, touristAge} , each record r ∈ D can be represented as a 2 dimensional 
point, as exemplified in Fig.  2. On such space, we can define a subdivision through 
a uniform grid. Each cell of the grid identifies a subset of D and the collection of all 
these subsets represents a partitioning of D.

Definition 4 (Minimum Bounding Volume) Given a set of records R with schema S and 
a context C = {c1, . . . , ck} ⊆ S , the minimum bounding volume of R ( MBV(R) ) is defined 
as is the minimum k-dimensional cube enclosing all the records in R.

Given a set R of records {r1, . . . , rn} and a context C = {c1, . . . , ck} , the MBV(R) is 
determined by computing for each context attribute ch ∈ C its minimum and maximal 
values in R, denoted as chmin and chmax where:

(1)C = {c1, . . . , ck} ⊆ S

(2)
P = {p1, . . . , ph} such that

∀pi ∈ P (pi ⊆ D) ∧

D = ∪ipi
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The MBV(R) can be compactly represented by the tuple 〈c1min , . . . , ckmin
, c1max , . . . ckmax

〉.
In case the set R is a split pj containing the records {r1, . . . , rn} , the MBV(R) is the 

MBV enclosing the region of space containing the k-dimensional points of pj.
Let us consider again the example depicted in Fig. 2, the MBV of the entire data-

set is represented by 〈08.00, 15, 20.00, 90〉 , while the MBV of the left-bottom cell is 
〈08.00, 15, 12.00, 40〉.

Several different partitioning techniques can be defined on a dataset D w.r.t. to a con-
text C. In particular, we can distinguish between disjoint and overlapping partitioning. In 
the first case, each record ri ∈ D can be placed inside one and only one split pj ∈ P . Con-
versely, in the second case, a record ri can be placed in more than one split pj , . . . , pk ∈ P . 
As we can see in the following, in the case of overlapping partitioning, when a record is 
placed in more than one split, such splits have adjacent (or overlapping) MBVs.

Among all the possible partitioning approaches which can be defined on a dataset 
D, in this paper we are interested in those that are context-aware, namely, that place 
inside the same split records having a correlation w.r.t. the context attributes.

Definition 5 (Context-aware partitioning) Let us consider a dataset D with schema S 
and a context C = {c1, . . . , ck} ⊆ S . A partitioning P = {p1, . . . , ph} for D is said to be con-
text-aware with respect to a context C, if it defines a spatial subdivision of the k-dimen-
sional space covered by D. Such subdivision is composed of h k-dimensional regions, 
each one associated to one split of P. Moreover, it stores inside the same split pi only 
records rj that have a not empty intersection with the k-region associated with pi , i.e. 
only records rj for which the associated k-dimensional point ptk(rj) = (rj[c1], . . . , rj[ck ]) 
is spatially contained in the k-dimensional region of pi . Of course, the spatial union of 
the regions covers the whole reference space.

More specifically, we consider partitioning where the k-dimensional region (or simply 
k-region) associated to each split pi can be represented by a MBV that draws the region 
boundaries, i.e. k-region(pi)=〈c1min , . . . , ckmin

, c1max , . . . ckmax
〉.

chmin =min{r1[ch], . . . , rn[ch]}

chmax =max{r1[ch], . . . , rn[ch]}

Fig. 2 Example of dataset represented as a set of points in a k-dimensional space
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Given a record r and a split pi:

where the predicate intersects returns true if ptk(r) is spatially contained in the k-region 
of pi , false otherwise.

If we consider again the situation depicted in Fig. 2, the chosen context is composed 
of two attributes (time and age) and it allows to subdivide the space into a set of 2D 
cells. Records are represented as 2D points inside such space, where their coordinates 
are given by the value of the attributes timestamp and touristAge. Each record is then 
associated to the cell which spatially contains its corresponding point. For instance, the 
record r = �08.30, 45.43, 10.99, v323464, Arena, 73〉 has been associated to the cell in the 
first column and third row, since it corresponds to the time interval 08.00–12.00 and the 
age interval 65–90.

Another interesting property of a partitioning technique is to evaluate if it is balanced 
or not. Intuitively, a partitioning is said to be balanced if the obtained splits contain 
approximately the same number of records.

Definition 6 (Balanced partitioning) A partitioning P = {p1, . . . , ph} for a dataset D is 
said to be balanced, with accuracy ε , if and only if:

where |pi| denotes the cardinality of the split pi.

Clearly, the method applied to divide the k-dimensional space, thus producing the 
k-regions of the splits, has a great impact on the balancing property of the obtained 
partitioning. The default technique provided by Hadoop, which is based only of the 
byte-threshold criteria, is able to provide the maximum level of balancing, but it is not 
context-aware. Conversely, the partitioning techniques described in “Related work” sec-
tion are context-aware, but when the context attributes are not uniformly distributed, 
they can produce very unbalanced splits, as we will demonstrate in “Case study evalua-
tion” section; this fact can be easily seen in Fig. 2, since the number of points inside each 
cell is variable. The CoPart partitioning technique proposed in this paper is both bal-
anced and context-aware.

Approaches to context‑based partitioning
In order to partition a dataset D, with respect to a context C, different approaches can 
be applied. Such approaches can be classified into two main families: multi-dimensional 
and multi-level partitioning.

Definition 7 (Multi-dimensional Partitioning) Given a dataset D with schema S and a 
context C = {c1, . . . , ck} ⊆ S . A context-aware partitioning PMD = p1, . . . , ph} for D, with 
respect to C, is said to be multi-dimensional, if it divides the k-dimensional space defined 
by C into k-dimensional cells (generating a k-dimensional grid) and each k-dimensional 
cell of such grid becomes the k-region of a split of PMD.

(3)r ∈ pi ⇐⇒ ptk(r)intersects(k-region(pi))

(4)∀pi, pj ∈ P : abs(|pi| − |pj|) ≤ ε
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Figure 3 illustrates an example of multi-dimensional partitioning built w.r.t. three con-
textual dimensions: 2D space coordinates and time. As you can notice, the partitioning 
creates a 3-dimensional subdivision of the reference space, the red cube is an example of 
k-region of a split.

Definition 8 (Multi-level Partitioning) Given a dataset D with schema S and a con-
text C = {c1, . . . , ck} ⊆ S . A context-aware partitioning PML = {p1, . . . , ph} for D, with 
respect to C, is said to be multi-level, if it recursively divides the reference space by using 
k mono-dimensional grids, each one corresponding to a dimension in C. In this case, the 
order of the dimensions has a great impact on the partitioning result.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of multi-level partitioning built w.r.t. three contextual 
dimensions: 2D space coordinates and time. In this case the following order has been 
established on the dimensions: time, longitude and finally latitude.

The main difference between these two families resides in the way data can be 
retrieved using the context attributes. In the case of a multi-dimensional partitioning, 
we can directly access records by using any or a subset of the context dimensions. Con-
versely, the second technique implicitly imposes an order among the dimension of anal-
ysis. This can be particularly suitable if there is a contextual attribute with a uniform 
distribution/continuous growing (like for example the temporal dimension), while the 
other ones are more sparse (i.e., with skewed distribution) inside the reference space.

Let us consider again the example introduced in “Introduction” section.  regarding 
some tourist visits to a predefined set of PoIs, a context C = { timestamp, latitude, 
longitude} and the two partitioning structures illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. In the case 

Fig. 3 Example of multi-dimensional partitioning

Fig. 4 Example of multi-level partitioning
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of a selective query involving all the three context attributes, both techniques per-
form in the same way. On the contrary, in the case of a selective query containing only 
the PoI longitude (e.g. find all the visits performed on any attraction located on the 
east of Area), the multi-dimensional partitioning is able to directly select all the cubes 
with a particular value of longitude, while the multi-level partitioning is not able to 
perform an initial pruning on the first two levels.

The CoPart technique proposed in this paper belongs to the multi-dimensional 
partitioning family. In particular, given the main idea to divide the reference space 
into a set of k-cells, the idea is to build them irregularly (i.e. each cell can have a dif-
ferent shape) and in a way that promotes balancing, even in presence of not uniformly 
distributed values of the context dimensions.

The identification of the most appropriate way to build the k-cells requires an intu-
itive and efficient way for evaluating the skewness of the k-points representing the 
records of D; such evaluation has to be preformed for each context dimension. Based 
on this evaluation, the right shape of each k-dimensional cell inside the k-dimensional 
grid can be determined. For this purpose, we extend the idea originally proposed in 
[9, 10] for the spatial domain to the management of a generic number k of context 
dimensions. In order to illustrate such idea, we present below the definition of the 
box-counting function BCq

r (D, a) for a given dataset D and a context dimension a, 
that is the fundamental notion that will be applied for obtaining the skewness evalua-
tion of D w.r.t. an analysis dimension a (or simply, a dimension a).

Definition 9 (Box-counting function for a dimension a) Given a dataset D, containing 
an attribute a with values belonging to a domain �(a) , and a scale r representing the cell 
size of a mono-dimensional grid covering the range of values of �(a) appearing in D, the 
box-counting function BCq

r (D, a) is defined as:

where δi(D, a) is the number of records in D whose value for a is contained in the cell i.

The case q = 1 is excluded, since BCq
r (D, a) is equal to the number of records in D, 

independently from the value of r.
The exponent q allows to take into account different properties of the dataset dis-

tribution. Its introduction derives from the concept of fractal dimension Dq , indeed, 
the box-counting function is part of a technique to compute the fractal dimension of 
set of points representing fractals or other self-similar shapes. Intuitively, given a grid 
with cells of side r, the box-counting function with q = 0 counts the number of cells 
that contain at least one record of D. Conversely, when the value of q is greater than 1, 
the box-counting becomes the sum of the number of records in a cell, raised to q. This 
function can be used to detect the skewness of a dataset attribute by computing it for 
q = 0 and q = 2 , while varying the value of r. More specifically, the level of skewness 
of a dataset attribute, w.r.t. to its reference space, depends on how this value changes 
while increasing r.

(5)BCq
r (D, a) =

∑

i

δi(D, a)
qwith q �= 1
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Definition 10 (Box-counting plot for a dimension a) Given a dataset D, containing an 
attribute a with values belonging to a domain �(a) , the box-counting plot of a is the plot 
of BCq

r (D, a) versus r in logarithmic scale.

Given the box-counting plot BCq
r (D, a) for an analysis attribute a in a dataset D, the 

following observations, extended from the ones in   [10, 18], are also valid in a multi-
dimensional context and can be used to estimate the distribution of the values of a in D.

Observation 1 For finite datasets representing fractals and real datasets, the box 
counting plot reveals a trend of the box counting function that, in a large interval of scale 
values r,behaves as power law:

where α is a constant of proportionality and Eq is a fixed exponent that characterizes the 
power law.

Given a dataset D and an attribute a, the power low exponent Eq can be computed by 
starting from the corresponding box-counting plot. Indeed, Eq corresponds to the slope 
of the strait line that approximates BCq

r (D, a) in a range of scale (r1, r2) ; therefore, it can 
be computed by a linear regression procedure.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate two examples of box-counting plot, one with q = 0 and the 
other with q = 2 , for the tourist dataset introduced in “Introduction” section consid-
ering the PoI longitude as context dimension. Similar plots can be produced for other 
dimensions.

Notice that the exponent E∗ that is computed by exploiting the Box-counting plot 
for a dimension a alone, is always a value between 0 and 1, since in this case the refer-
ence space that contains the values of a is mono-dimensional. In the general case, the 
values of E∗ belongs to the interval [0, . . . , dim(space)] , where dim(space) represents 
the dimension of the reference space where the k-points are embedded in (therefore, 
dim(space)=k).

(6)BCq
r (D, a) = α · rEq

Fig. 5 Example of box-counting plots ( BC0
r (D, long) ) for the context attribute representing the longitude 

with q = 0 . Notice that, in order to extract the behavior of the dataset on the largest scale range, the 
computation of the slope takes into account the presence of variations in the sequence of values. At the end, 
the slope of the straight line with maximum support (the red one in this case) is chosen
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Observation 2 Given a dataset D and an attribute a characterized by a box-count-
ing function BCq

r (D, a) , the exponents E0 and E2 of the corresponding power law could be 
used as reference descriptors for the distribution of the values of a in D.

• The exponent E0 can be used as an indicator of the coverage of the values of a in D, 
namely it allows to identify cases where the dataset leaves empty some areas of the 
range of values of a covered by D.

• The exponent E2 can be used to identify the presence of different concentrations 
around some values with respect to others, i.e. the situations where there are no empty 
areas, but different data concentrations in different areas.

The idea proposed in this paper is to exploit the knowledge about the attribute value 
distribution, in order to build the best multi-dimensional grid w.r.t. the balancing cri-
teria. In order words, instead of building a k-dimensional grid by dividing each space 
dimension in a uniform way, the division to be applied is identified by considering the 
attribute value distribution. The idea is to produce cells with potentially different shapes 
and extensions, but containing a similar number of records.

The following section illustrates in details a MapReduce procedure able to efficiently 
compute the CoPartpartitioning on a given dataset D and a context C.

CoPart partitioning technique
Overview

The CoPart partitioning technique proposed in this paper performs a subdivision of 
a dataset D on the basis of a context analysis C. More specifically, the k dimensions of 
analysis contained in C define a k dimensional space, where the records of D are located. 
Such k-dimensional space is divided into a set of k-dimensional cells, each one repre-
senting the k-region of a partitioning split, where we will place the intersecting records. 
The shape and dimension of such cells are determined in accordance with the distri-
bution assumed by the values of the contextual dimensions. The main objective is to 
guarantee that the partitioning is not only context-aware, but also balanced, namely that 
produces splits containing a uniform number of records.

Fig. 6 Example of box-counting plots ( BC2
r (D, long) ) for the context attribute representing the longitude 

with q = 2
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To evaluate how to best partition the dataset, we need to compute E0 and E2 for 
each contextual dimension. Division techniques can be classified between (a) space-
based (e.g. regular grid, kd-trees, or Quad-tree) or (b) record-based (e.g. R-tree). In 
the case of a space-based solution, the division is obtained starting from the refer-
ence space and by recursively dividing it into a fixed number of parts, until a desired 
threshold is reached (i.e. until all cells contain less than a given number of records). 
Conversely, in the case of a record-based solution the idea is to start from the data 
objects and to aggregate nearby ones until a desired threshold is reached. Following 
the analysis in [10], depending on the values of E0 and E2 , we adopt a Quad-tree like 
division (denoted as Qt), R-tree like division (denoted as Rt), or a uniform division 
(denoted as Rg)—see Fig. 7 for an illustration of the decision tree used by CoPart. In 
the decision tree each node is labelled by the parameter that is considered to choose 
the next branch to follow. One of the branches has no condition and it is selected only 
if all the other conditions are false. The parameters are the computed exponents E0 
and E2 and an additional parameter that is obtained by analyzing how many cells are 
found empty during the calculation of the box-counting function. This parameter is 
called AEC, which stands for average number of empty cells and is used for further 
refining the choice between the partitioning approaches.

The computation of E0 and E2 on a big dataset D, for each contextual dimension a ∈ C , 
may require many resources. In order to optimize such computation, we propose the 
following approach: we consider a sample of D (usually 10% of the records is enough 
[16]) on which we generate a histogram referring to a k-dimensional grid subdividing 
the space defined by C. This histogram counts the number of records falling inside each 
k-dimensional cube. The projection of the k-dimensional cubes on each dimension pro-
duces k one-dimensional histograms useful for computing the box-counting functions. 
More specifically, the histogram cells store the values δi(D, a) presented in Eq. 5, from 
which we can compute the value BCq

r (D, a) . This histogram is built considering the finer 
grid, i.e. the minimum value of r. The box-counting function for increasing values of r is 
computed by progressively aggregating the cells of this grid, thus avoiding the explicit 
computation of the successive histograms on coarser grids. In the next section we pre-
sent a MapReduce implementation of this technique.

Fig. 7 Decision tree
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MapReduce implementation of box‑counting

In order to speed up the computation of E0 and E2 on a big dataset, we propose the 
MapReduce implementation reported in Algorithms 1–2. More specifically, the map 
task in Algorithm 1 is responsible for the construction of the k-dimensional histogram 
on a base grid grid0 . The base grid grid0 is created for each mapper during a preliminary 
setup phase (lines 3–5) by using the dataset MBV (mbv in the algorithms) and the ini-
tial value r0 ; moreover, a map bcount0 is initialized for counting the number of records 
contained in each cell. In other words, while grid0 is the base k-dimensional grid for the 
computation of the box-counting function, bcount0 corresponds to its histogram. The 
values of MBV and r0 are assumed to be initialized as a configuration parameter (see 
label conf) in line 1. Notice that the notion of MBV and the method intersects have been 
extended to work on a configurable number of dimensions. Subsequently, during the 
map phase (lines 6–9), each mapper works on the set of records contained in its assigned 
split. For each record, the map method determines the set of intersecting cubes (line 7) 
and updates the corresponding counters in bcount0 . A final cleanup method is used by 
each mapper for summarizing the results produced on its records, producing a portion 
of the complete histogram. The complete histogram will be computed during the shuffle 
phase and will be used in the reduce phase for producing the E0 and E2 values of each 
dimension. More specifically, since the key of each map result is the cell, the shuffle will 
combine all the counters related to the same cell into a list of values. Notice that the use 
of the map bcount0 allows to represent only the non-empty cubes, potentially reducing 
the amount of memory required during the computation.
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The reduce phase, presented in Algorithm  2, uses the projection of the k-dimen-
sional cubes to compute E0 and E2 for each contextual dimension, and to determine 
the best division for its values. More specifically, the computation of the box-counting 
function requires to consider a set of grids having an increasing dimension of the cell 
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side r, and to maintain a set of counters, one for each cell side of r and contextual 
dimension a ∈ C .

Given the current grid gridi with cube side r, we compute the next one, i.e. gridi+1 , 
by simply merging a cube with the next one in each dimension, obtaining a new cube 
with side 2r. A sequence of considered grids is built in this way during a setup phase 
(line 3–10). For each of these grids, k corresponding maps, denoted as bcounts〈i,a〉 , 
are initialized, each one referring to the projection and aggregation of the histogram 
bcounts w.r.t. the context dimension a ∈ C and the new cube side ri . After the ini-
tialization, the reduce phase (lines 11–25) is responsible for processing the histogram 
computed during the map phase and for populating all the other projected and aggre-
gated ones. Each invocation of the reduce method works on a specific cell cj ∈ grid0 , 
whose value is a list of counters counts computed during the map phase. Inside the 
reduce phase a first cycle (lines 13–14) is used to sum the values in the list, producing 
the total counter for cj . Then the following cycle (lines 15–25) is responsible for popu-
lating the corresponding counters in the other grids. The first conditional block (lines 
16–19) simply executes the projection of the histogram bcount0 w.r.t. the contextual 
dimensions a in C. Conversely, the second conditional block (lines 20–25) aggregates 
the projected values contained in the base grid grid0 . The function gri.getCube(cj) 
returns for a cube cj ∈ grid0 the corresponding cube ck ∈ gri . The cube ck can be 
easily computed starting from cj and the grid level i, which determines the degree 
of aggregation. Given the cube ck , the method updates the value of ck in each map 
bcai ∈ bcounts corresponding to the grid gri and dimension a. Finally, a cleanup phase 
(lines 26–44) is used to compute both the values E0 and E2 for each contextual dimen-
sion a ∈ C and the best subdivision, given such values. For each grid, the variable 
BC0

a contains the value BCq
r (D, a) for q = 0 , while BC2

a for q = 2 . For each contextual 
dimension a, we build two lists, denoted as BPa

0 and BPa
2 , containing the sequence 

of pairs [�log(ri), log(BC0
a)�, . . .] and [�log(ri), log(BC2

a)� . . .] , which represents the cor-
responding box-counting plots (lines 29–36). Finally, for each dimension a, the value 
of Ea

0 and Ea
2 , namely the fixed exponents of the computed power laws, is obtained by 

performing a linear regression of the values in BPa
0 and BPa

2 and by getting the slope of 
the straight lines (lines 37–38), see function regressionSlope.

In line 39 the average number of empty cells is computed starting from the base 
grid and the bcount map. This value gives a hint about the amount of empty cells con-
tained in the histogram and it is useful as an indicator of the presence of empty zones 
inside the reference space. Given the computed values Ea

0 and Ea
2 , for each contextual 

dimension a ∈ C , together with its MBV, the reducer will finally produce and write 
the best division for these values (line 40–44), through the function function Build-
Part. Notice that mbv.project(a) computes the projection of the overall dataset MBV 
w.r.t. the dimension a.

The details of function BuildPart are reported in Algorithm  3. Given the values 
of E0 and E2 for a contextual attribute a, the function uses the heuristics presented 
in Fig. 7 for selecting the most suitable partitioning technique for it. Moreover, such 
division can be built using the initial grid grid0 and its counters bcounts〈0, a〉 already 
computed during the reduce phase. The function requires the following other param-
eters that are useful for the effective construction of the partitions: the projection of 
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the MBV w.r.t. a, namely its range of values in the dataset D (see variable mbv), the 
dataset size (see variable dsSz), the desired split size (see spSz) and the average record 
size (see rcSz). 

The first operation performed by BuildPart is the computation of an indicative side 
length for the partitioning of a. This is done in lines 2–5, where the global number of 
required splits is stored in splits, from this value the number of division for each dimension 
is given by the computing the kth-square, where k is the number of considered dimensions. 
Finally, the indicative side length is computed and stored in side as the ratio between the 
MBR width and the number of divisions. Based on the given E0 and E2 values, the function 
simply invokes the construction of the right partitioning for current contextual dimension 
a.

Partitioning techniques

We consider three kinds of partitioning: regular grid (Rg), space-based or Quad-tree like 
(Qt), and record-based or R-tree like (Rt).

The construction of the space-based partitioning (Qt) is illustrated in Algorithm 4. The 
algorithm returns a list of partitions or divisions for the values of the dimension a, repre-
sented by the variable part which contains the boundaries of such divisions. The extent of 
the reference space for the values of a is represented by the input variables or (i.e., origin) 
and en (i.e., end).
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The main idea underlying the function Qt is to build the partitions by aggregating 
the cells of gr0 inside the reference space [or,  en] until a given threshold is reached 
(lines 6–10). Such threshold represents the maximum number of records per cells and 
can be compared with the sum of counters in bc0 for the aggregated cells. The aggre-
gation stops if the threshold has been reached ( tot < θ ) or the end of the reference 
space has been reached ( p < en ). Reaching the end represents the base case of the 
recursion, all the cells of gr0 inside the reference space have been successfully aggre-
gated without violating the threshold constraint. Therefore, the end value en can be 
added to the partition list and the function can terminate (lines 11–12). Conversely, 
reaching the threshold represents the recursive case, in this case the considered refer-
ence space (represented by the interval [or, en]) has to be recursively split by 2 in an 
attempt to build a partition that does not violate the threshold constraint. In this case 
two situations have to be distinguished, (1) if the aggregation reaches the threshold 
before reaching the middle of the reference space, both middle parts need to be split 
in a more dense way (see the recursive calls at lines 13–16). Conversely, (2) if the first 
middle of the reference space can be aggregated without reaching the threshold, the 
recursive call is needed only on the second middle (lines 17–19)

The construction of an R-tree like division is illustrated in Algorithm 5. It proceeds 
in a way very similar to the previous one by aggregating the cells of gr0 until a given 
threshold θ is exceeded or the end of the reference space en is reached (lines 7–11). 
However, in this case the reference space (between or and en) does not require to be 
recursively divided, but can be freely aggregated. Therefore, reaching en represents 
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the base case (lines 12–13), while the exceeding of the threshold θ involves a recursive 
call on a smaller reference space (lines 15–16).

The last kind of splitting approach is represented by the regular grid (Rg) illustrated in 
Algorithm 6. In this case, given the fixed cell length side, computed during the function 
BuildPart, function Rg simply divides the reference space in homogeneous parts hav-
ing such fixed dimension (lines 4–6). Only the last split can have a length smaller than 
side.

All these functions are useful for computing the output of the BoxCounting job in 
Algorithms 1–2.

CoPart

The list of k 1-dimensional grids, one for each context dimension, is used by the 
CoPart job that actually performs the partitioning of the input dataset. The details 
of CoPart are illustrated in Algorithm 7. The map task receives, as a configuration 
parameter, the k-dimensional partitioning grid built combining the previously com-
puted k divisions (line 1). The map task works on each record of its split by determin-
ing the list of intersecting cubes (line 3), then for each of them it writes in output the 
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pair composed by the cube identifier, as key, and the record itself, as value (line 5). 
Many reducer can be instantiated, one for each cube of part: indeed, each reducers 
can work on a cube at time by simply writing in output the records contained in this 
cube (line 9). The output of each reduce tasks becomes a split on the HDFS.

job

Notice that in order to make the partitioning effective, we also build a master file, 
like the one provided by SpatialHadoop, which contains the list of k-dimensional 
splits together with their boundaries and the name of the split file containing its 
intersecting records.

Case study evaluation
Perfomance metrics

We present a set of quality metrics that may be used for evaluating and comparing 
different context-based partitioning techniques. In particular, such quality measures 
have been inspired and extended from the ones proposed in [16], some of which have 
been derived from the R*-tree optimization criteria and related to the performance of 
the range query [6].

Definition 11 (Q1—Total Volume) Given a context-based partitioning P composed by 
a set of k-dimensional cubes {c1, . . . , cn} , Q1 measures the total volume occupied by all 
cubes:

where c.mbv[j] is the projection of the k-dimensional MBV of c w.r.t. the dimension j, 
while mbv[j]. min and mbv[j]. max returns respectively the minimum and maximum 
value in the MBV range for dimension j.

Q1 can be used as an indicator of the dead space covered by partitions without con-
taining any actual data.

Q1 =

n∑

i=1

k∏

j=1

|ci.mbv[j]. max−ci.mbv[j]. min |
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Definition 12 (Q2—Total Overlap) Given a context-based partitioning P composed by 
a set of k-dimensional cubes C = {c1, . . . , cn} , Q2 measures the total overlap between 
pairs of partitions.

where c.volume computes the volume of k-dimensional cube c.

Definition 13 (Q3—Total Margin) Given a context-based partitioning P composed by 
a set of k-dimensional cubes C = {c1, . . . , cn} , Q3 measures the total margin of all parti-
tions, where the margins of a cube is the sum of its dimension lengths.

Definition 14 (Q4 Load Balance) Given a context-based partitioning P composed by a 
set of k-dimensional cubes C = {c1, . . . , cn} , Q4 is the average standard deviation of the 
partition sizes.

where c.size returns the size of the split c, while std(c.size, C) computes the standard 
deviation of the size of c w.r.t. the mean size of the splits in C, and avg(v1, . . . , vn) returns 
the average between the provided values.

Q4 is particularly useful for evaluating the balancing of the partitioning technique at 
hand.

Dataset

The proposed technique has been applied to a real-world dataset containing the swipes 
of a city pass, called VeronaCard, which is provided by the tourist office of Verona, a 
municipality in Northern Italy. The dataset contains about 24,000,000 records concern-
ing 10 years. Each record reports beside to the identifier of the city pass and the name of 
the visited PoI: the location (coordinates) of the PoI, the entrance timestamp and the age 
of the tourist holding the card. More specifically, the original dataset has been properly 
perturbated in order to simulate different distributions on each dimensions, as reported 
in Table 1.

Experimental methodology

The performances of the proposed technique have been evaluated with respect to both 
the quality metrics reported in “Perfomance metrics” section and the range query oper-
ation. In particular, we compare the proposed technique with the traditional multi-
dimensional partitioning technique (MD) presented in Definition  7 and the default 
random partitioning (RP) provided by Hadoop, which represents the baseline for the 
results. We provide a MapReduce implementation of the multi-dimensional partitioning, 

Q2 =

n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1,j �=i

insersection(ci.volume, cj.volume)

Q3 =

n∑

i=1

k∑

j=1

|ci.mbv[j].max − ci.mbv[j].min|

Q4 = avg(std(c1.size,C), . . . std(cn.size,C))
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the CoPart technique and the multi-dimensional range query1. The characteristics of 
the considered datasets are reported in Table 1 where columns E0 , E2 and %EC contain 
the values of the exponents E0 , E2 (obtained by applying algorithms of “MapReduce 
implementation of box-counting” section) and the percentage of empty cells for each 
dimension, column Part is the corresponding partitioning technique applied for that 
dimension by CoPart, whereas #Div is the number of obtained subdivisions.

Some metadata about the considered partitioning techniques are reported in 
Table 2, where #blks is the number of HDFS blocks (or splits) and #cells is the num-
ber of index cells. As you can notice, for the random partitioning, we have not speci-
fied any number of cells, since it does not build an index, while the number of cells 
for MD is very small w.r.t. to the number of splits. Indeed, in some cases a single 
cell contains almost all the records and it has been physically subdivided into many 
other splits to fit the HDFS block size. Notice that, in the MD technique the subdivi-
sion of the space generates k-dimensional cubes from regular cells in each dimen-
sion. In other words, it computes the number of required splits ns according to the 
dataset size and split size, then the cube with the smallest number of cells that is 
greater than ns is generated. In the considered case the cube has 81 cells, but only 
three of them contain all the dataset records. Conversely, with CoPart, the con-
tent of each cell can fit into a single physical split. Moreover, the number of cells 

Table 1 Datasets characteristics

Ds Dim E0 E2 %EC Part #Div

D1 Lat 0.952 0.922 0.842 RT 3

Long 0.993 0.952 0.804 RT 3

Time 1.000 0.977 0.778 RT 3

Age 0.500 0.450 0.982 QT 5

D2 Lat 0.992 0.997 0.807 RT 4

Long 1.000 0.965 0.778 RT 3

Time 1.000 0.977 0.778 RT 3

Age 0.000 0.000 0.997 QT 8

D3 lat 0.707 0.515 0.978 RT 3

Long 0.456 0.362 0.991 QT 6

Time 1.000 0.977 0.778 RT 3

Age 0.500 0.450 0.982 QT 4

Table 2 Partitioning characteristics

Ds RP MD CoPart

Size (Gb) #blks #cells #blks #cells #blks

D1 2.85 23 3 24 108 108

D2 2.83 23 3 24 198 198

D3 2.85 23 3 24 120 120

1 https ://githu b.com/smigl iorin i/conte xt-parti tioni ng.

https://github.com/smigliorini/context-partitioning
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effectively stored by CoPart could be different from the Cartesian product of the 
number of subdivisions, since empty partitions are discarded.

For each dataset we randomly generate a set of range queries in the following way: 
we consider an increasing overlapping w.r.t. the reference space from 5 to 95% and 
for each of them we randomly produce 10 range windows with that percentage of 
overlapping. Given them, we apply our multi-dimensional range query operation on 
the random partitioning, the multi-dimensional partitioning and the CoPart.

Results

The results in terms of quality metrics are reported in Table  3. Q1 is an indicator 
of the dead space, namely the space covered by partitions without containing any 
actual data. Clearly, less is the value of Q1 better is the index. As you can notice the 
CoPart partitioning provides smaller values than the MD technique, in some cases 
even an order of magnitude smaller. Q2 is not considered because both indexes pro-
duce partitions that do not overlap. Q3 is the total margin, so greater is the value, 
better is the index: in all cases the CoPart technique have values that are an order 
of magnitude better. Finally, Q4 is a measure of balancing, a smaller value means 
that the difference between the partition sizes is smaller. The CoPart technique is 
able to create more balanced partitions w.r.t. the MD one.

The results in terms of range query execution are reported in Table 4 where: col-
umn DS contains the dataset name, OV is the percentage of overlap of the query 
window w.r.t. the reference space, RP, MD and CoPart denote the three partitioning 
techniques and for each of them s and maps denote the average time in seconds and 
the average number of maps obtained in the 10 queries, respectively. The experi-
ments have been performed on a Hadoop-based cluster composed of 10 nodes, each 
one with 8GB of RAM and 4 cores.

Finally, Table 5 summarizes the time required by the MD and CoPart technique 
for effectively perform the partitioning of the three datasets. In particular, beside to 
the time required by the two techniques (total time), for the CoPart technique we 
distinguish between the time required for computing the box counting, namely iden-
tifying the partitioning grid (bc s), from the time required for effectively partitioning 
the data (part s) given the multidimensional grid. Clearly the random technique is 
not reported, since it is applied by default by Hadoop during the loading of the data 
inside the HDFS.

Table 3 Quality metrics for the various partitioning techniques

Ds Partitioning

MD CoPart

Q1 Q3 Q4 (%) Q1 Q3 Q4 (%)

D1 2.68E10 1.25E12 173 1.29E10 2.27E13 67

D2 1.63E10 1.26E12 173 2.18E09 4.16E13 59

D3 2.20E10 1.25E12 173 1.97E09 2.52E13 68
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Discussion

The experimental results shown in Table 3 confirm that the CoPart technique pro-
duces more balanced partitions w.r.t. the MD one in relation to any of the considered 
quality metrics. Moreover, from the results reported in Table 4, we can notice that: 
(a) the RP technique requires to always load all the splits, independently from the 
size of the range query, since no spatial criteria have been applied for the partition-
ing. Moreover, the time required for performing the range query does not change so 
much, since the number of comparisons to be performed is essentially the same in all 
cases. (b) The filtering capacity of the MD partitioning is not so high, starting from a 
query window with an overlap of 25%, almost all the splits have to be processed. (c) 
Finally, the CoPart technique is able to perform a very selective filtering on the input 
data: the number of considered splits increases with the size of the query window. 

Table 4 Results of the range query experiments

DS OV (%) RP MD CoPart

s Maps s Maps s Maps

D1 5 364 23 85 5 27 2

10 364 23 121 7 30 3

15 364 23 234 14 80 11

25 370 23 299 18 122 15

30 380 23 310 18 151 20

50 390 23 390 23 265 34

75 402 23 402 23 299 38

D2 5 368 23 86 5 26 2

10 367 23 120 7 31 3

15 377 23 236 14 99 16

25 370 23 299 18 147 22

30 378 23 307 18 172 26

50 388 23 389 23 350 55

75 401 23 402 23 380 58

D3 5 374 23 85 5 23 1

10 374 23 187 7 26 2

15 381 23 235 14 85 9

25 379 23 301 18 60 6

30 388 23 275 16 127 14

50 426 23 415 23 219 24

75 437 23 427 23 251 27

Table 5 Time required for  performing the  partitioning of  the  three datasets with  MD 
and CoPart techniques

Dataset MD CoPart

Total s Bc s Part s Total s

D1 87 42 94 136

D2 90 40 92 132

D3 93 48 97 145
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Moreover, even if the number of map tasks to be instantiated is greater than the ones 
of MD (due to the greater number of cells), the performances of the range query are 
significantly improved in any experiment. This is due to the fact that even if MD pro-
duces a smaller number of splits, as described in Table 2, we have a cell containing 
almost all the data. Therefore, the map task which processes such split will do almost 
all the work, considerably decreasing the positive effect of a parallel computation. 
Moreover, the pruning capabilities related to the application of a partitioning tech-
nique is very limited due to the skewness of the original datasets which is not prop-
erly captured by a uniform subdivision.

Another aspect to be considered is the overhead induced by the application of the par-
titioning technique. Any partitioning technique requires at least to rewrite the entire 
dataset in order to obtain splits reflecting the chosen subdivision criteria. Therefore, the 
time required to complete such task increases as the size of the dataset increases. Any-
way, the general idea is that this cost is compensated by the pruning capabilities induced 
by the new organization and is as greater as the dataset is bigger and the query is more 
selective. Moreover, as mentioned in the introduction the application of a partition-
ing technique is as more justified as the number of queries or analysis performed on 
the same dataset increases. In the case of occasional queries performed once and never 
more, the overhead induced by a preliminary partitioning could not be justified.

Given such considerations, the time reported in Table 5 for partitioning datasets D1

–D3 has to be actually considered as a common overhead for all the performed range 
queries together, not a single overhead added to each single operation. In any case, even 
if we add the time required for the partitioning with the average time required for per-
forming a single query in the various cases, what we can observe is that when the query 
is more selective, the total time required by MD or CoPartremains sensibly smaller 
w.r.t. the time required by RP. Conversely, when the query becomes less selective (i.e., 
almost all the splits have to be processed), the pruning ability of the partitioning tech-
nique is less and the total time could become even greater than the time required by 
the RP approach. See for instance the last row related to each dataset (overlap equal to 
75%): in this case both RP and MD process all the splits and the running time for the 
queries is almost the same; therefore, the partitioning not only introduces no positive 
effect but could even decrease the overall performances, due to the preliminary required 
operations.

The last aspect to be considered is the different amount of time required for perform-
ing a MD partitioning w.r.t. the CoPart one. Clearly, the first one requires less time, 
because it simply subdivides the records by using a uniform grid which can be com-
puted in almost a constant time. Conversely, the CoPart technique applies a prelimi-
nary step for identifying the distribution of the records w.r.t. the various dimensions and 
determining the best grid. Indeed the time required by CoPart is quite double the time 
required by MD, but the performance improvements that it induces is bigger in any case 
and justifies such additional cost, particularly when it can be amortized by several sub-
sequent queries.

Finally, the last observation that we can add about the partitioning time is that in many 
practical cluster configurations, included the one used in this paper, the cost of I/O oper-
ations is bigger than the CPU one, particularly as regards to the network I/O. Therefore, 
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when we simply shift from an Hadoop cluster to a Spark one, which sensitively reduces 
the number of intermediate I/O operations, the cost of the partitioning task could be 
naturally reduced. Indeed, as discussed in the introduction, the proposed partitioning 
technique could be applied also in the Spark context in order to properly subdivide data 
into RDDs without any intermediate I/O operations.

Related work
Horizontal partitioning techniques has been widely studied in databases especially in 
relational and shared-nothing systems [14, 24, 29]; these techniques are adopted to split 
rows for different purposes, e.g. load balancing, but mainly to improve query processing, 
since they avoid to load unnecessary blocks of tuples.

The big data era has brought new challenges, therefore the problem has been recently 
investigated on graph based models, e.g. ontologies, and for NoSQL systems. Ontolo-
gies are often used as meta-models to overcome the heterogeneity of different sources. 
In [27] the authors deal with the problem of computing on-the-fly matching of large-
scale ontologies by partitioning them into smaller subsets. In this scenario, Hadoop and 
the MapReduce paradigm can be used to parallelise the matching phase, but, in order 
to avoid unnecessary matching between two sub-ontologies, the searching space has to 
be reduced with a clustering approach, i.e. two graphs are considered similar, and thus 
stored in the same cluster, on the base of similarity measures working on paths between 
different nodes.

MapReduce frameworks divide datasets into independent chunks in order to process 
data in parallel, but they consider only the amount of bytes of each chunk as splitting 
criteria. To overcome this limitation, some proposals have investigated the problem of 
fragmenting datasets by using K-Means Clustering based on the analysis of log files [5].

In [28] the authors propose a technique based on frequent itemsets mining, to Parti-
tion, Bucket and Sort the Tables of a big data warehouse with the most frequent predi-
cate attributes in the queries: they apply data mining algorithms on a queries workload 
to determine the most frequent predicate attributes, and use a hash-partitioning tech-
nique without making any assumptions about the filters used in the query predicates (i.e. 
in the Where clause of a SQL query). The contribution addresses data warehouses parti-
tion and once the attributes to use for partitioning are mined, they are not combined to 
obtain a multi-level partitioning.

In [21] the authors investigate the development of an Hadoop-based framework for 
the parallel construction of a B+-tree with the aim to reduce the data processing time. 
While a B+-tree supports only mono-dimensional index construction, some multi-
dimensional extensions are available in literature. For instance, other previous works 
propose partitioning approaches mainly based on spatial [17, 31] and spatio-temporal [3, 
4] characteristics. In case of spatial partitioning, one may partition based on space (grid 
and Quad-tree), based on data (STR, STR+, K-d tree), or based on space filling curves 
(Z-curve, Hilbert curve) [16]. The selection of the partitioning technique is usually left to 
the user, and only few works automatically select the best partitioning technique based 
on the dataset distribution [9].

ST-Hadoop  [3] considers the spatio-temporal dimensions for the partitioning; each 
dimension is considered independently, thus the result is a multi-level partitioning. In 
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particular, ST-Hadoop [3] firstly divides the dataset based on temporal granularity, and 
then splits each portion based on spatial proximity. A query focused on spatial proper-
ties (e.g., Has PoI x been visited more than PoI y?) requires the analysis of all, temporally 
organized, splits.

HadoopTrajectory [4] considers the spatio-temporal dimensions together and builds 
a multi-dimensional partition in such a way that partitions are 3D cubes, where the 
three dimensions are space (planar coordinates) and time. Given a query focused on one 
dimension, this approach allows the exact selection of the splits that could be useful in 
answering the query. The challenge imposed by the multi-dimensional partitioning is to 
find the best size of the grid cells in each dimension, so that the amount of data in each 
cell is balanced. This can be a non trivial task, especially in the general case where data 
are not uniformly distributed [7, 9].

In this paper we generalize the proposals in [3, 4] by observing that each relevant 
dimension, called in the paper contextual dimension, can be used, similarly to spatial 
and temporal coordinates, to partition a multi-dimensional space.

There exist other contexts where partitioning is important, such as the case of Edge 
Computing [20]. The techniques developed there could be considered orthogonal to our 
approach, since we are focusing on partitioning the data for a more efficient computa-
tion, while edge computing subdivides the computation among different nodes.

Conclusion
In MapReduce frameworks the partitioning of a dataset into independent splits is a 
critical operation, since the degree of parallelism and the overall performances directly 
depend from the initial partitioning technique. This is particularly true in case of con-
text-based applications, where data present correlations and consequently they could be 
aggregated and filtered in order to reduce the amount of work to be done during the 
analysis. Moreover, beside the need for a context-based partitioning technique, in order 
to produce balanced splits, it is necessary to consider the distribution of the dataset w.r.t. 
the analysis dimensions.

This paper proposes a context-based partitioning technique which takes care of the 
data distributions in the analysis dimensions to produce the best partitioning for the 
dataset at hand. We also apply the proposed technique to a real-world dataset and com-
pare its performances w.r.t. existing partitioning techniques for highlighting its differ-
ences and benefits. The results confirm the goodness of the approach and encourage 
further research in this direction, for instance as regards to the management of multi-
accuracy data [8].

As future work, we plan to apply the proposed technique to other operations, like the 
join one. The join operation would certainly be an interesting application and extension, 
because in this case each dataset could have its specific distribution and will be parti-
tioned in a different way. The use of a context-based partitioning technique can improve 
the performance of the join since, instead of considering the Cartesian product of all the 
possibile pairs of splits, it allows to prune some combinations that surely will not par-
ticipate to the result, i.e. those having an empty MBV intersection. Moreover, we plan to 
extend our technique in such a way to include categorical attributes in the notion of con-
text, i.e. attributes whose domains have not a predefined order relation between values 
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and thus a distance between a pair of values cannot be computed. As suggested in [22], 
in this case it is possible to mine frequent correlated values in order to infer the so called 
contextual similarity; such measure can be used to store on the same partition similar 
(i.e. frequent correlated) values.
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